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“A touching, highly poignant portrait” of like, family, and a female’s journey of growing up with a severely autistic sibling
(Kirkus Reviews).achingly honest, courageous memoir” Developing up, Margaret Combs understood her brother was not
the same as everyone else.   In the 1950s, autism was rarely discussed, and only spoken of with tranquil shame.
existence as a wife and mother. When she and Roddy were reunited years afterwards, the tenuous connection they once
got was frayed— His behavior was erratic, noisy, and occasionally self-harming. It was this heartfelt conflict that drove
Margaret to achieve order to make up for her family’s sorrow. And it was also what produced her ultimately flee her
family in search of what she hoped was a “normal” But Margaret enjoyed her brother Roddy even while she resented him.
Defending him from bullies, she attempted to stability her desire to greatly help him with the pursuit of her own
dreams.nonetheless it was soon strengthened with a renewed like and affection borne from Margaret’  s own emotional
and psychological growth.Hazard is an “   of an indelible bonds between siblings: the one between Combs and her sister,
and the deep and remorseful one she has with her disabled brother. This is a story of their friendship, and how fervently
she wished to make him entire (Holly Robinson, writer of Beach Plum Island, Folly Cove).
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Easy to read This book has some insight to autism. How hard it really is for the family. How it adjustments the span of
the family members. But nothing turns out how we expect existence to be. As hard since it is we have to roll with the
punches. I was by no means a champion gymnast or an NPR journalist. Particularly when we think life should be a
certain way. This is a book worth reading about the struggles experienced by way of a handicapped child and his family.
Since he was 16 yrs . old. My life has not been my own. I've fought it in everyway, to no avail. I suffer major melancholy
and heartache over it. I really believe I'll die before I ever observe him clean. And I have never learned to accept his
choices. I constantly desire a happy life, but I only get occasions of peace. She carried the pounds of her mother's
unhappiness and her father's disappointment as well as the shame they feel for producing a disabled child. Lifestyle
gives you what it gives you. So much for dreams. I desire the author could have told us even more about her personal
lifestyle. Maybe greater detail. But overall very easy to learn . Combs captured all of that and so much more. Very
touching I truly enjoyed reading this book. non-e of my siblings includes a disability.. Heartfelt and honest. Courageous
of author to reveal her natural feelings as a child and also have the wisdom to reflect back on her experience. The book
offered me perspective on how my teenage girl may have had some similar experiences considering that she has a
mature brother with developmental disabilities. Thoughtful, honest reflection on life with a disabled sibling Having
grown up in a family group with a developmentally disabled uncle, this book really resonated with me personally.
Although I didn't understand an autistic child I was guilty of staring rather than understanding anyone who was simply
different.Though the book may be a difficult read for parents of a kid with autism, it is filled with compassion, love and
resilience, forgiveness and hope.. It's so difficult to do. Combs is definitely a loving sister who tries hard to greatly help
Roddy learn, to safeguard him from bullies and the staring outdoors world.Combs will an impressive job of looking back,
looking at herself and her encounter through the lens of maturity and hindsight. I finished up reading the remaining
80% in just a day, couldn't put it down. Yet, so much in this reserve resonated with me. Her compassion for her brother
and her glimpses of his inner self are especially moving.Interwoven with this theme may be the author's experience
arriving old in the 1960s and 1970s. She vividly captures that pivotal time: how parents' objectives because of their
sons were so much higher than because of their daughters; the way men felt so comfortable condescending to women; I
highly, highly recommend. She describes the push-pull of love for her family members and a yearning to fulfill her own
destiny, of knowing she was expected "to study hard, go to college, make good grades, but only to honor your father's
great name and to capture a hubby" -- like so many young ladies in those years. I was shifted by her story and her
honesty.Margaret Combs has generated an honest, beautifully written memoir that describes growing up because the
sibling of a profoundly autistic young brother, years before autism became a nationally recognized condition. This leads
to a reinterpretation of previous events, getting her to a deeper understanding of herself, her parents, and the world.
She remains candid about the issues of looking after a profoundly autistic sibling. Poignant and courageously This
memoir is heartbreakingly honest , but also filled up with joy and tenderness. Having a chance older with a disability
changes the dynamic of a family in subtle and not so subtle Margie writes with great insight , providing us a window into
one family members’s struggles and triumphs. as a female held me through the entire book. The author eloquently
captures the inner and external struggles linked to having a "different" family member and how out impacted the
choices she made as a grown-up. The writer showed me elements of myself that produced me uncomfortable. I really
believe that this is usually/was a very important thing. I would recommend this book! Lifestyle is a process of continual
development - of ourselves, our parents, our siblings. natural emotion as a kid & Heartfelt and honest. Outstanding and
insightful This beautifully written book invites the reader into the arthur's life from her earliest memories of her
autistic brother and carries the reader with her as she slowly involves terms using what it designed to be the sibling of a
severely disabled child before autism experienced a name. Therefore I've come to realize I can't transformation
anything. Me Climbs' insight into her childhood encounters is remarkable. You'll love memoir all over again I wasn’t
raised a Southern Baptist, or a child of parents with roots in the hills of Kentucky. I recommend this book. Fifty percent
the book is approximately her life in the home and the other half about her life as students and later as wife and mom. I
was transported into Margaret's sneakers and felt as if I truly saw the world through her eyes. Here's a fantastic and
heartbreaking story that made me step back and look within my own lifestyle, and decisions I've produced, through a



different zoom lens. I feel as if I've come to learn myself better, and have more persistence for others, as a result of
reading her publication. It truthfulness & It is the authors ability to weave a story this way, taking you through the highs
and lows of a lifestyle, that produce the book so wonderful. the exhilaration of well-known music and tradition -- and
women's growing place in the world. how the autism of her brother affected the writer For me personally, this book
started slow. I was going to keep it after reading c. 20% (relating to my Paperwhite), but before doing so decided to
browse the reviews on Amazon. A sensitive thought provoking book.de). So pleased I did so. A comment by Pilgrim 7 to a
review by Paul Mastin produced me reconsider. We find her parents' sadness and dashed expectations for their first-
born son, Roddy, the strain on the marriage, and the way Roddy's disability limitations the entire family members.
Margaret Combs, writing in 2017, describes her childhood (the 50's and 60's) and the difficulties she and her family
members experienced. In short this is a beautifully written memoir In short, this is a beautifully written memoir. The
distance of 50 years to her childhood allows her to see the good she drew from her brother and her parents and
sister.We share her trip to success in gymnastics, the way the sport freed her from the life span her parents modeled for
her, and the problems she faced juggling a profession and children of her personal. I hope to read more from her.
Courageous of author to reveal her . While moments of the tale are difficult to learn, there are others where I found
myself laughing out loud. Ms. Hazard Hazard is written in my own time. The topic matter is indeed relevant today. We all
have been born into the public mores of our period. One Star Very little mentioned about autism!com (I purchased on
Amazon. I am the mother of a meth addict. The like, caring, and strength of the family members are remarkable.
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